might ever hear, and make more in the heart of his mind. Or he would
hear the strains of Beethoven that had come to him from his father's
playing as, early in life, in his bed he lay listening. Entranced, he would
now be uplifted.
The intimate fairy princess drew near, she who was growing up some-
where preparing herself and looking forward, as dreamily, to him. Listen-
ing too. Sometimes fair and sometimes dark she was always beautiful as
only adolescent boys can picture girlish beauty. Great deeds would rise in
him then. Unquenchable triumphs until the evanescent scene faded into
many-coloured achievements and boy-sized glory. There was no feeling
that the dreams could ever be desecrated by failure. Out of the character
they arose into the mind as waking dreams, in magical, mystic, pale-
amber and amethyst nights, and settled quietly on the spirit to refresh a
mortal weariness as the dew came upon the flowers that stood beside his
naked legs.
Looking back now, the dreams seem not great. But then how he
thrilled with them and walked in the tall dew-laden grass among moon-
struck flowers as on air. Feeling no stones beneath his naked feet. Half-
consciously he would wander back, come down and climb into bed again
to sleep—deep sleep with no dreams at all.
After one thousand two hundred and sixty todays and tomorrows like
those yesterdays the boy was coming sixteen. Farm-days for him were
over. He was about to enter the University of Wisconsin.
These farm-days had left their mark on him in a self-confidence in his
own strength called courage. Muscles hard. Step—springing. Sure-footed,
and fingers quick as thought and quick with thought. Mind buoyant with
optimism. Optimism that came through seeing sunshine follow clouds and
rain—working out success succeeding failure. It had come to him self-
consciously, out of his daily endeavours, as an underlying sense of the
essential balance of forces in nature. Something in the nature of an inner
experience had come to him that was to make a sense of this supremacy of
interior order like a religion to him. He was to take refuge in it and grow
in it. Besides, coming sixteen, for several years the youth had been doing
a man's work. He had learned how to do much and do much well, do most
of it happily, feeling himself master where he would. That gave him a
whip-hand.
He was afraid only of people. The fearful unknown to him—people.
Not to mention girls. The sight of a girl would send him like a scared
young stag, scampering back into his wood.
THE FATHER
By now, family life was not so well at the small town house by the blue
lake. There was no longer much agreement between father and mother.
The father on this eve of the entrance of his son into the university was
himself deep in learning to write Sanskrit. Mother for some years had
been ailing. Poverty pinched.
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